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PHOTOSHOP:
LAYERS AND MASKS
This month’s image forms part of a new corporate

identity for UK software house Prophit Share and was chosen for its

complexity and aesthetic appeal.

PHOTOSHOP

ON THE CD

Prophit Share specialises in delivering

customer relationship management

(CRM) systems and recently decided to rework

its corporate identity.The new identity needs

to covey to customers what the company does

and that it does it better than its competitors.

The image shown here is part of the new

identity, developed by design firm Proctor &

Stevenson, which will be used on Prophit

Share’s marketing literature as well as the

company website. Different elements within it

are designed to convey a sense of

communication, technology, and people.The

image is also designed to emphasise some of

the company’s core values such as quality,

knowledge, value and, of course, the

importance of the customer.

The image was produced by Mick Westby at

Proctor & Stevenson, working with Photoshop’s

layers and mask tools. Much to his credit,

although the image is complex it doesn’t

appear too busy or cluttered. Even though it

appears here taken out of the context for

which it was intended, the image is still 

striking and stands on its own as a

commendable piece of graphic art. In our

walkthrough, we explain step-by-step 

how he created the image.

➔
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ADJUST COLOURS
When you spend a lot of time doing colour manipulation, your
eyes can become “tired” making it difficult to detect subtler
changes. Try looking away from the monitor at a white sheet of
paper periodically to “refresh” your perception.

FLATTENING AN IMAGE
When an image becomes too complex with a multitude of layers,
it can be difficult to apply changes across a subset of these. In
these cases, it is handier to save the document off to a new file
and flatten together the similar layers.

BALANCING CONTRAST
When compositing two or more different elements together, try
to match them all to the layer that has the most contrast as it is
easier to add contrast to an image than remove it.

TIPS
PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS 

WALKTHROUGH: Layers and masks

1While the completed image looks very complex, it is

mostly two photos with a lot of layers and masks.

The portrait forms the central theme of the image while

the wood texture will act as the backdrop and add

interest to the foreground figures.

2 In order to isolate the man in the photo from the

background (which is mostly black), I’m working in

CMYK and using a copy of the black channel to make

selections.To ensure that I don’t get any of the subject 

in the selection, I’ve painted around the image with a

white brush.

3 The next step is to clone the background so that I

can make changes without affecting the original

picture.To make it look like the subject was really shot

against the soon-to-be-added wood background, I’ve

created a new layer with an outline around the head to

make a shadow.

4Using my modified black channel as a selection

mask, I can paste the wood photo into the selected

area as the new background.To help balance the contrast

between the two images, I’ve used a Curves adjustment

layer across all the channels.

5As I want to match the contrast of the background

to the subject, I’ve applied the background mask to

the Curves adjustment layer to restrict its impact and

changed the screen to Multiply to soften the effect

somewhat around the head where the “shadow” is.

6Up to now, I’ve been working in a copy of the

original portrait, but what I’ve done only forms a

part of the larger image, so I need to create another

CMYK document the size I need for the complete image.

7 I’d like the image to appear suspended in space in

the larger image, so I’ve selected everything I’ve

done so far and set it in the centre of my new document.

In order to avoid the image itself looking too flat, I’m

going to break it up.

8 I want to create a border which I can then use to

“frame” the portrait image. Starting with a new

document, the frame is built up with a shadow, highlight

and blocking mask, all of which is balanced using a

Curves adjustment layer.

9 I want to use several different sized frames to

section the portrait, so I’ve created each in its own

file and created a new document in which to position all

the different frames.

➔

➔

Mick Westby

■ Studied technical
illustration at
Southampton Institute
of Higher Education.

■ Joined Bristol
consultancy Dutton
Merryfield.

■ Two years at Alias
Design in Sydney,
Australia.

■ Joined Proctor &
Stevenson as a
Designer in April 2001.
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REPLACING BACKGROUNDS
When trying to replace a background it is easier to try and keep
the replacement a similar tone or colour to the original to prevent
the two clashing and the edges being noticeable.

SCANNING PRINTS
Photographic paper has a grain just like any other and this affects
the way the photo reflects light. If you scan your photographs,
always be sure to keep the orientation of the paper the same. If
you need to rotate an image, wait until it’s in Photoshop.

LINING UP LAYERS
It’s not uncommon to have the same image in multiple layers, but
how do you ensure they still line up correctly when you
manipulate only one of them? Turn the opacity down on the 
top- most layer temporarily so you can more clearly see the 
layers below it while you reposition it.

TIPS 

10 Each frame is stored in a separate folder in the

layers menu to make them easier to

manipulate. In order to make the frames overlap rather

than cover each other, I’ve masked everything out of

each except for the frame itself.

11 I continue copying each frame in one by one,

adjusting its placement, orientation and

overlap. Once I’m happy with everything, I copy the

frames and paste them into the document containing

the finished portrait layer.

12When the frames are layered on top of the

portrait, it creates a mosaic effect.While a

similar effect could have been done with a plug-in, the

finished effect wouldn’t have been as good and I

wouldn’t be able to do the next step.

13Having used masks when creating the frames, I

can now use each of the frame masks to create

selection areas into which the portrait layer is placed.

14 I repeat the process for each of the frames. 15Once the frame has been used as a mask 

to frame a portion of the portrait, the frame

itself can be manipulated while keeping the portrait

fixed in place.

16 The beauty of this approach is that it enables

me to control the exact placement of each “tile”

of the portrait without affecting the other tiles.

17 I want an area along the bottom of the portrait

which I can then fade into the background.

Here I’ve selected an area which overlaps some of the

bottom frames and extends beyond it to the bottom.

18Using the selection, I’ve grabbed a larger area

of the portrait layer to mask in to this frame.
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BLUR IT GENTLY
Remember that using blur filters tends to stretch things. If you
set a blur too high or against the grain of the image, flaws that
weren’t readily apparent, such as dust or digital artefacts, will be
exacerbated. While this can create interesting effects in itself, be
careful it doesn’t just look like what it is: a magnified flaw.

BETTER CLONING
When using the clone tool to clean up a specific area, don’t
change the clone source or you’ll just create a mess. If you don’t
have enough good source material, undo your clone and start
over with another area.

RETOUCHING PEOPLE
Remember that the law tends to regard people as owning their
own likeness. Before you change the shape of someone’s nose or
remove a birthmark, check with them first to make sure they
don’t mind. Where would Madonna be without her mole?

TIPS 
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19 Since the image is mostly dark this far down,

the anti-aliased highlighting around the inside

of the frame actually mars the effect in this bottom

frame so I need to change it slightly to compensate.

20 I start by selecting the blanking mask used in

the frame and expanding it to capture most of

the actual “framed” area.

21 I then use the selection to form the basis of a

new mask which will provide the shape of the

frame as a cut out without the highlight.

23 Taking a break from the portrait tiles for a

moment, I create a new document into which I

place some text to use in the stripe across the bottom of

the image. I want to create the effect of it speeding

across the image.

24 Creating another new document, I initially

place the photo of the wood into the image,

masked across the top so the background shows

through. I then place the folders containing the portrait

tiles in the image.

25Next, I place a new layer on top of the wood

layer and under the portrait tiles into which I

place a gradient, starting with black at the bottom and

fading into transparency.

26Using some of the key words we’ll be using to

communicate the client’s corporate values, I

place a text layer in underneath the portrait tiles and

distort it. By making the text white, it appears to punch

through the background.

27 Replicating the text layer several times, I also

create another text layer to use as a mask

containing the background image.The combination of

the white text and background text provides the blend

between the white and the background.

28Next, I add in a layer containing a stripe of

colour across the bottom of the image.
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PRINT PROOFS
After staring at an image for hours or days, it can be easy to
overlook small flaws or mistakes. Try printing the image on paper
– looking at the image on something other than the monitor can
help you see it in a new light.

COLOUR CORRECTION
It is often easier to spot colour casts in lighter areas of the picture
or in neutral tones. Be sure to check these areas and when you
apply your colour corrections work with them as a reference, as
the darker ones will often clear themselves up at the same time.

SAVE FREQUENTLY
The history palette is a temporary thing that only refers to what
you’re working on at that particular moment in time. Once you
close the file you can’t go back again. Aside from placing changes
in their own layers, when working on complex effects be sure to
save a new file periodically.

PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS
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www.pixelsurgeon.

com/

www.noodlebox.

com/

www.theonion.com

www.stefanboehme

.net/

Inside the Adobe

Photoshop 6 Studio

(Eileen Mullin)

Prima Tech. ISBN: 0

76152 884 9

Photoshop

Restoration &

Retouching

(Katrin Eismann)

Que. ISBN: 0 78972

318 2

On your cover CD:

Photoshop 6 demo

GOING
FURTHER29Here I’ve used the Motion Blur filter to smear

the orange band  across the page and make it

more interesting.

30Next, I place the numbered text I created earlier

into the band of colour. 31 The last element of the image is the people

which appear across the bottom of the image.

To create these, I’ve just taken some pictures of people in

a variety of positions. Here’s one of me.

32After zooming in on the image, I use the

paintbrush tool to “paint” a mask of the figure

in the foreground.

33With the mask completed, the figure now

appears as an outline of the wood photo. 34As with the wood photo in the portrait area, I

apply a Curves adjustment layer to the figure’s

outline to provide a similar quality to other instances of

wood texture.

35 To avoid having too sharp an edge between the

figure and the rest of the image, I apply a

Gaussian Blur to the outline to soften the edges.

36 The completed wooden figure is then copied

into document and placed on top of the other

elements of the image.

37All that remains is to create some additional

figures and place them in the image in

different places and at different sizes to create the

illusion of depth. MF
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